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The TPP shipping crate from Burnie, Tasmania was on schedule when it arrived on the platform at
Townsville in January. But the time-table of the traveling exhibition had not factored in the possibility
of the massive weather event that struck Far North Queensland in February. The town and the region
were devastated. Houses were washed away; the damage to property, stock and lives was shocking.
The nation looked on in horror.

The Partnershipping Project installation view at Umbrella Studio Contemporary Arts, 2019. Photo: Umbrella Studio Contemporary Arts.

In the face of this disaster, all plans for the exhibition
were held off. But no-one – not the collaborating
organisers at Umbrella Studios nor the artists – decided
to call it quits. Instead, they worked onwards to
complete their work, to refine their ideas and to move
towards the possibility of locating an alternative venue
for The Partnershipping Project exhibition.

moving towards bright optimistic futures; towards new
exhibition programs, the possibility of extended reach
into broader communities and new, centrally located
gallery and studio spaces. The positive energy of the
team is infectious, and attracts a solid core of support
from the broader community, who chip in when extra
help is needed

The three full-time staff at Umbrella Studios –
Gallery Director Kellie Williams, Gallery and Media
Co-ordinator Angela Little and Business Manager Alan
Marlowe - are understandably reluctant to continue
running their publicity against the background of the
flood devastations for long. Instead, they’re already

The Partnershipping Project opened on Friday, May
17 in Umbrella’s temporary space – a downstairs
area off Flinders Street in Townsville’s city centre. The
opening night coincided with two other exhibitions
featuring the work of local artists, and the entire venue
was jam-packed with visitors. The generosity of the
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hospitality, the general good-will and public interest
in finding out what the project was about generated a
good crowd at The Partnershipping Project’s curator’s
talk at 5.00 pm and at the opening itself. Few visitors in
the room would have been aware of the full extent of
the efforts that had been taken to get the exhibition up
and running; the fact that the exhibition space had no
connection to electricity within the room had taken its
share of creative problem-solving.
Despite set-backs and technical challenges, TPP
Townsville is a visually enchanting experience. Outside
on the streets, the last hours leading up to the federal
election continued to stir up debate about the crucial
issues that confront the country, while inside, installed
in the darkened space towards the rear of the new
(temporary) Umbrella Studio Contemporary Arts
Gallery, the flotilla of little boats with their cargo, faced
bravely towards uncertain futures. The same issues
that were proving critical to the nation were carried
as cargoes in the small convoy of vessels: concerns
about the environment; about the need to listen to
Indigenous ideas regarding land management; about
the ways in which traditional knowledges might
be able to address critical environmental futures;
reconsiderations about the way a longer historical
awareness of the geography and geology of this
country might be brought to bear on future planning
for the country’s arid north; issues that centre on

immigration and refugees, and the contribution
migrant communities are making to the country; issues
dealing with mining and land-clearing; about gender
and education and the necessity of consultation,
communication and collaboration.
Leading the convoy, Cairns-based artist Brian
Robinson’s diminutive vessel titled Barter and Trade –
exotic cargo glowed and glimmered with cargo from a
range of destinations both imagined and real.
Brian draws from his Torres Strait Island heritage to
make comments on issues of global pertinence from a
local perspective. His works are laden with references
to how his personal experiences, his heritage, and his
vigilant research into reconsidered details of history
together positively link the past to the future. But
the weight of these cultural, social and ultimately,
environmental ambitions are often off-set by a
‘lightness of being’ that manifests through his adoption
and adaptation of contemporary stylistic iconography.
Brian has a love of super-hero imagery, and recognises
the spell it has with contemporary communities, just
as it had during his years as a boy growing up in the
Torres Strait. He’s also an artist who’s been quick to
harness the appeal and efficiencies of contemporary
technologies, engaging highly skilled jigsaw cutting
techniques to re-present traditional Torres Strait Island

Brian Robinson, Barter and trade – Exotic cargo 2019.
Wood and fibreglass punt, palight plastic, timber, enamel spray paint, beads, plastic skulls, dowel, cane, feathers, shells, twine. Photo: Angela Little.
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designs and motifs. The decorative immediacy of his
works is generated through patterns and repetition;
through bright flashes of colour and the use of
everyday objects he redeploys with wit and irony.
His work for The Partnershipping Project uses all these
strategies. And although at first glance the decorative,
brightly patterned appeal of the vessel signals positivebrightness-and-light, closer attention to detail reveals
other, more sinister references. The artist uses the boat
to refer to the water trade that has passed between
the shorelines of Australia, the Torres Strait Islands and
New Guinea for centuries – trade that united different
peoples, different ideas and ideals. The surface of
the vessel is laden with floral motifs, references to
vegetation in gardens grown where his mother grew
up. But in Brian’s interpretation, many of these are
compiled with a range of found items from domestic
kitchens and sheds – scrubbing brushes and screws
and other strangely familiar components - as if the
tropical abundance of the cargo has had to be ‘cleaned
up’ or ‘brought to order’ in some way. The most jarring
realisation of the work’s content lies in the presence
of colourful human skulls that rest at the centre of so
many blossoms. Like ‘strange fruit’, they jolt us into
consciousness about the trade in people – and in
human parts – that has long played a deep, malevolent
undercurrent in trading practices across these waters.
Running like a decorative tide beneath the little

wooden boat, the patterned water forms remind us
that contemporary currents draw us forward to meet
similar challenges.
On the other side of the room, the boat in Townsvillebased artist Anne Lord’s We Are Creatures appears to
be carried forward on a shoal of mysterious, strangelyshaped marine forms. A fragile, translucent sail has
been hoisted from the vessel’s mast. Its battered
wooden prow seems to be shedding its very skin.
Anne has worked and lived in the region for many
decades; her forebears bought and worked land
outside Julia Creek generations ago, and the artist well
understands the light, the heat, the weather-patterns
of the far north. Paintings and prints and drawings in
her earlier work were – and remain - remarkable for
their dry, minimalistic eloquence; for the way they
bid us to look hard into the searing light to respond to
landscapes that evoke, at first glance, uncompromising
indifference. There is a spare, brittle poetry in these
works that has been won from the artist’s commitment
to working in the landscape season after blistering
season, to listen more closely to its elusive language.
For The Partnershipping Project, the artist looked back
into the far distance – to ninety-eight million years ago
when the same tract of country was overlaid by the

Brian Robinson, Barter and trade – Exotic cargo 2019. Photo: Angela Little.
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draughtsman and his own innate sense of aesthetics
are stretched and at times creatively distorted through
the requests of his clients, a predicament he views as a
‘crossing of aesthetic territories’ that offers a positive
exercise through the necessity of having to extend
yourself in order to realise the dreams and ambitions of
others.
The business name of his tattoo studio - Death Proof
Tattoo – is a title that is as honorific as it is ironic. The
artist cites the beliefs held by many cultural groups
that tattoos will provide a means through which to
cheat death. At the same time the title alludes to
the longevity of tattoos, and their incorporation into
the corporeal matrix of the bodies into which they
are inscribed. As the largest organ in the body, the
skin is far more complex than the common literal
understanding of it as ‘skin deep’ suggests; rather, it
is the organ that enfolds and supports and protects
and that serves as a semi-permeable membrane; the
perimeter at which the outside is allowed in, and where
the interior body can exude outwards to the world
beyond.

Anne Lord, We are creatures 2019.
Wood, glazed porcelain clay, acrylic on canvas, markers on paper, nylon string and plastic. Photo: Angela Little.

ancient and vast Eromanga Sea - a cold and shallow
passage of water that covered much of what is now
arid inland Australia. She outlined the contours of this
sea on the sail - a fragile skein made from the lined
pages of paper from a writing pad, each page carefully
and laboriously connected at the edges. Within the
contours of that sea she traced another outline – that
of the Great Artesian Basin – the inland, underground
sea on which life in this country still depends. And over
this again, she traced the outline of the recent floods
to form three maps in one, all laid out like a study in
geography and history learned through studies of the
effects of time on place. The simplicity of the material
and of the making – the details that re-appeared like
childhood stamps and corrections – grant the work an
increased poignancy. Hanging as an almost-tattered
mainsail, it whispered of the fragility of our knowledge
and understanding in the face of the enormity of time
and country.

The prow of the boat suggests a surface weatherbeaten by years and sea-leagues of travel. The artist
made the decision to use the disintegration processes
of a rag saturated in linseed oil to apply to the boat’s
prow – one that evoked the water-and-wind-weary
carapace of the little vessel. Within the planked belly
of the boat, a few dried leaves (left over from the long
wait while the tide receded in the artist’s backyard)
extend allusions towards processes of peeling, drying
and decaying followed by cyclic renewal that are
underscored by the creatures beneath. The artist’s own
words, “The school of half-formed creatures moving
beneath and around the boat are caught in a migration
towards safer spaces, more convivial currents, brighter
futures. Like the Cretacean creatures millions of years
ago, today all kinds of species continue that ageless
urge to migrate towards better futures,” remind us that
the passages and histories of times past continue to
inform our experiences in the contemporary world.

The ceramic shapes that surge like a swarm of halfformed creatures beneath and before the boat have
wrinkled, hand-pressed forms that give clues about
the cladding of recycled plastic within which their
forms were produced. The artist describes them as the
kind of creatures that would have existed all that time
ago, seeking out new territories of sustenance, light
and safety as the waters of the Eromanga Sea slowly
retreated.

The long connection between ships, journeys and
tattooing is traced in Townsville-based artist Rob
Douma’s Grounded. Although tattooing practices
are evident in traces of a range of prehistorical
cultures right around the world, the word ‘tattoo’ was
introduced into the English language as a derivative of
the Tahitian ‘tatau’ after Captain James Cook’s return
from the South Pacific. Although the practice spread to
the upper classes of Europe by the nineteenth century,
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Anne Lord, We are creatures 2019. Photo: Angela Little.

in the mind of the public and the press, tattooing was
most closely associated with sailors and seamen, exotic
realms and adventurous sojourners.
Rob uses these connections to refer to a contemporary
world where changed ideas and associations of ‘travel’,
together with changed responses to the exotic altered
by the rapidity, efficiency and (for some) affordability
of trans-cultural movement, are now associated with
being the accoutrements of the affluent. His lightweight
vessel lists to one side as if caught in a sudden squall.
Its hull has been radically simplified, pared back to a
mere skeleton across which a new, fragile indigo skin
has been stretched. Its sail is a triangular patchwork
of tones - white and off-white glimpses of detail
provisionally adhered together in the service of
function.
Rob’s life experiences stretch across a number
of continents and cultures; his occupation as an
international security consultant, and his post-army
career followed by employment on oil rigs and drill
ships brought him into a range of challenging situations
and contexts. Rob’s rich and varied experiences in
Australia and overseas have made him aware of the
way skin is used - for better and sometimes for worse
- as a demarcation-line for identity. As a self-employed
tattoo artist, the artist sees a continuity between this
practice and his role as an artist; in fact, his skills as a

By cladding the hull in an indigo skin made from a
collage of pre-used tattoo carbon transfer papers, Rob
brings together a plethora of designs he has made
over the past three years. In so doing, the vessel’s
skin is comprised of a thin transparent ‘hide’ made
up from the designs of many members from all kinds
of communities and demographics and sub-cultures
within the immediate regional community. As such, the
boat ‘floats’ on a skin of graphic registrations provided
for, and by, those communities, and serves as an ersatz
historical recording of details of their lives.
In the words of the artist, the sail is comprised of
“used tattooing stencils; the joining of these together in
a single format brings individual identification together
into the collective – a skein that will provide the vessel’s
power to move forward.”
The work points to the innate strength of collective
community; the artist sees the vessel in The
Partnershipping Project as a metaphor for setting out in
search for new directions by working through collective
navigational strengths.
Behind Rob’s boat, towards the back of the room,
an almost invisible vessel emerges through its cast
shadow more than through its material presence. Gail
Mabo’s Journey (Tagai) consists of a white-washed
hull bearing faint traces of handwritten script beneath
transparent layers of paint. The script was originally
written by Greg Lehman, a Tasmanian Aboriginal man,
as part of his own artwork that utilised the boat in
The Partnershipping Project in Burnie, Tasmania. In
that work, Greg traced words from the diary entries of
Captain James Cook when he travelled to Tasmania and
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Rob Douma, Grounded 2019. Timber, carbon transfer paper, tattoo stencil paper, cord. Photo: Angela Little.

Hawaii. In an ironic reversal, Gail chose to ‘white-out’
the script so that the historical European account is
overwritten from the perspective and for the purposes
of a first nations artist. Through this process, the script
is rendered into playing a subliminal role in the boat’s
ongoing transformation.
As Gail’s work reminds us, the currents and seaways
off Australia’s coastline carried voyagers and seamen
long before the arrival of European sailors. Rather than
profiling the words of Cook’s journal as indicators of the
most momentous of occasions, her whitewashed vessel
cleverly locates the coming of the white-man as yet
another among many comings and goings with which
the first nations peoples of Australia have dealt.
The hull of the boat is propelled by a sail that has
been reduced by the artist to a network of sinews
– light, white ropes woven together in a system of
interconnected skeins. The knots and criss-crossings
suggest the outline of a mainsail – a kind of linear
skeleton-sail perfectly suited to the contours and
purpose of a ghost ship. The ghost ship, she says, is one
that keeps travelling, guided by those who time has
forgotten.

Rob Douma, Grounded 2019. Photo: Angela Little.
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“For us”, she says “Tagai is that spirit in the sky –
the one we follow to lead us on our journey. Tagai is
also the name for the constellation within which the
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Gail Mabo, Journey (Tagai) 2019.
Whitewashed boat, rope, shadows. Photo: Angela Little.

Southern Cross sits. For we Torres Strait Island people,
Tagai is a celestial calendar that tells us when to plant,
when to hunt and when to move on.”
In Meriam culture, Tagai can be seen in the sky as a
fisherman-hero; an upright figure standing in his canoe
with a fishing spear in his left hand and a fruit in his
other hand. The stars of the Tagai are represented by
a large constellation that includes Scorpius, Lupus,
Centaurus, Crux and Corvus among others.
The stars of the Tagai provide a constellation
network that underpins the integration of culture and
tradition for people of the Torres Strait. Passed from
one generation to the next through oral tradition,
understanding of the Tagai provided the means through
which the Mer people of the Torres Strait were able to
argue and win their claim for establishing Meriam rights
to the Murray Islands before the Full Bench of the High
Court in 1992. This ground-breaking win, led by Gail’s
father Eddie Koiki Mabo, was the landmark legal case
that ended the fiction of Australia as a terra nullius – a
land owned by no-one – established since the nonIndigenous invasion of the country.
The skeletal white knotted sail of Gail’s boat is marked
by black knots – punctuation marks that trace out the
celestial pattern of Tagai that continues to guide Torres
Strait Island people towards the future. Although this

Gail Mabo, Journey (Tagai) 2019. Photo: Angela Little.

installation appears minimal, its powerful presence is
extended through the shadows it casts. “For me”, says
the artist, “these shadows are like the ancestral spirits
that are always with us – who always guide us.”
Alongside Gail’s white ghost-ship, the mast of Anthony
Vue’s wooden boat is slung with a cargo of horticulture.
Titled ev-cog-ciaj (carry-plant-live), the installation gives
witness to a rich organic potential – a vessel expanding
with the bounty of agriculture and culture. Hollowedout bamboo stems stuffed with soil and seedlings hang
in the place of a sail, while the fat belly of its hull swells
with the dry sheaves of harvested rice-stalks. Sprouting
from pots across its seats, and carried along in the
bow-wave beneath its hull, a growing crop of egg-plant
seedlings appear as if set afloat on smaller fragile paper
vessels.
Other paper vessels undulate across the sheaves of
rice-stalks in the hull of the boat like a nervous rivulet;
they are long and thin in proportion, and made from
grainy, pixelated images featuring people, children, war
equipment and details of devastation. Anthony is aware
that the paper ‘boats’ will be seen as vessels, even
though his own Hmong culture folds joss paper in this
way as an allusion to bullion bars burned as offerings to
ancestral spirits.
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Vanghoua Anthony Vue, ev-cog-ciaj (carry-plant-live) 2019. Printed paper, bamboo from FNQ, soil from the artist’s parent’s farm and backyard, plastic pots,
chains, tarpaulin, fishing line, tent pegs, tablets, and Thai eggplants. Photo: Angela Little.

In sharp contrast to the organic nature of other
aspects of the installation, two inner green ‘wings’
of the boat carry iPods screening clues about the
work’s origins – one bears images of a range of idyllic
waterways – rivers, streams, pools, waterfalls – in
the vicinity of Cairns, where the artist grew up. The
other screens clips and details of a little-known war
– the Laotian Civil War (1959 – 79) also known as the
“Secret War in Laos”, one in which each side of the Cold
War superpowers at the time made heavy and costly
investments.
This war was the impetus that forced Anthony’s
parents into refugee camps in Thailand, and eventually
to refugee status in Australia, where Far North
Queensland’s wet tropics soon beckoned with its
familiar resonances to the home to which they could
not return. Anthony’s parents arrived with little more
than memories and remembered skills; ones they set to
good use in building a new life for themselves and their
eight children. Yet in spite of their success in building
new lives together, the longing for home, family and
community they have left behind persists. Parts of
the video are laced through by haunting, melancholic,
breathy music created by Anthony’s father blowing into
a leaf, a traditional singing practice that links him to
those places and people he has left behind.
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Vanghoua Anthony Vue, ev-cog-ciaj (carry-plant-live) 2019.
Photo: Angela Little.

Selena de Carvalho, 100 year flood 2018. Car exhaust ink, charcoal from
Weld Valley, tree mast from North West Bay River, post flood.
Photo: Angela Little.

ev-cog-ciaj (carry-plant-live) was constructed as a
collaborative endeavour between the artist and his
parents – the bamboo was harvested and cut with
his father; the eggplant seedlings were raised by his
mother in between working in and for local marketgardens and vegetable markets. The little boat’s
harvest is a rich indication of the ongoing contribution
of the Hmong communities to the life of Far North
Queensland.
Sailing before Anthony’s wooden boat bearing
agricultural bounty, the tattered black plastic flag
of Selena de Carvalho’s 100 Year Flood offers a grim
reminder of the devastating costs of deforestation in
Tasmania. Joining in with the fleet in Townsville, the
tragic appeal of Selena’s work chimed in with concerns
about land management shared by the work of the
North Queensland artists.
And out in the foyer, right on the edge of the regional
capital’s small-city streets, the massive, stitched
kangaroo pelt sail of David mangenner Gough’s Te Waka
al trawlwoolway or the Canoe/boat of trawlwoolway
reminds passers-by and visitors alike of the positive
benefits of trans-cultural collaboration. In a city like
Townsville, where a higher proportion of first nations
people walk the streets than most other Australian
cities, it’s a cogent reminder of the transformative
possibilities of shared futures.
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David mangenner Gough in collaboration with Nathan Slater, Te Waka a trawlwoolway (the Canoe/Boat of trawlwoolway) 2018.
Materials from stone to glass. Photo: Troy Melville.
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The Partnershipping Project’s events at Umbrella
Studio Contemporary Arts, Townsville; a personal
response
Pat Hoffie

Four of The Partnershipping Project’s Tasmanian
‘crew’ flew up for preparations for the opening event at
Umbrella Studios – associate curator Rosemary Miller,
Contemporary Art Tasmania’s Exhibitions and Touring
Manager, Colin Langridge, film-maker Troy Melville
and artist David mangenner Gough. They joined North
Queensland artists Anne Lord, Brian Robinson, Anthony
Vue, Rob Douma and Gail Mabo and Umbrella staff
Kellie Williams, Angela Little and Alan Marlowe.
I arrived on the Tuesday before the Friday opening to
work with the Umbrella team and the artists preparing
for the exhibition in the space. The installation process
provided a great opportunity for artists to share ideas
while they worked together and, many threads of
conversation were extended during public discussions
on the opening night of the exhibition and informally
over shared meals and studio visits.
A serendipitous surprise during the installation of the
exhibition came with the arrival to Umbrella of Hiromi
Tango, whose work is planned for The Partnershipping
Project’s Lismore iteration. Hiromi was visiting Umbrella
on a proposed post-flood healing project nitiated by
her to involve members of the local community who
had experienced loss during the weather event. Her
presentation to the community at Umbrella provided
an opportunity for other artists in The Partnershipping
Project to glimpse her work and ideas.
It was interesting to see some of the concerns and
issues that had been raised in the Burnie, Tasmania
TPP exhibition emerge in the Townsville, Queensland
show. The environment, land, cultural heritage and
shared community values continued as major concerns,
yet in each case, artists approached the ‘broad issue’
concerns from very personal and location-specific
experiences.
Anne Lord’s long familiarity as part of an intergenerational farming family working in the arid inland
of North Queensland provided a deeper insight into
understanding land and time; personal research and
experience informed by geographical and geological
information. Anthony Vangoua Vue’s experience
10

growing up in North Queensland as a child of Hmong
refugees from Laos informed a collaborative work
with his parents; one that exuded the benefits of
local cultural outcomes that literally took root in the
tropical North Queensland climate. Rob Douma’s earlier
move from northern Tasmania to Townsville with the
infantry was followed by a range of rich experiences
working overseas. Today both come to focus in his selfemployment as a tattoo artist – a skill-set that informs
his critical visual enquiries into how communities
seek new ways of establishing a sense of connection
and belonging. Both Brian Robinson and Gail Mabo
reference the importance of sea travel and Torres Strait
Island traditions as important aspects of their work –
Brian addressed the capacity of trade between cultures
to harbour malevolent, as well as productive outcomes,
and Gail’s homage to Tagai reinforces the ongoing
importance of Torres Strait Island understanding of
star-systems and management of land-and-water
ecosystems.
From my own point of view, it was exhilarating – even
though perhaps not surprising - to witness how each
of the artists in The Partnershipping Project were
addressing the major issues that emerged throughout
the election campaign to divide the country. The
ongoing unfolding of election predictions, then results,
continued as a background buzz throughout the
installation and opening.
It felt equally exhilarating to be exhibiting in the
regions, where there seems to be fewer ‘cookie-cutter’
responses to the big issues. I’m well aware that this
could be no more than a personal bias, because so
many of the artists in The Partnershipping Project
exhibit in a range of places both metropolitan as well
as regional; and an argument that their experience
working with a higher awareness of ‘regional
experiences’ might make increase their awareness
to the exigencies of ‘place’ – constraints and benefits
alike – more cogent, would be difficult to prove.
Nevertheless, each of the works operated on the basis
of a kind of provisional approach – a strategy that
presented options with a current of static criticality
running between the poles, and that therefore
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Opening night of The Partnershipping Project at Umbrella Studio Contemporary Arts. Photo: Troy Melville.

provided a space in which the viewer was invited to
make up their own mind, rather than an opinion that
‘preached’ a particular point of view.
For me, Anne Lord’s work did this through the indirect
suggestion that the massive moves of people we see in
our current era is not all that different in motivation to
the creatures that inhabited the same patch of territory
twenty-eight million years ago – the urge for survival is
a basic one, deeper and more visceral and completely
able to be understood.
In Brian Robinson’s work, the passing of trade across
borders was presented as both potentially bad and
good, with the suggestion that there are always heavy
penalties to be paid at some point.

And Gail Mabo’s work reminds us all that the timeless
identification of Torres Strait Island people with cultural
systems that joined celestial provinces to time and tide
and to land and to the people who are the custodians
of those places can survive and proliferate even in the
face of the most strong-armed systems of colonisation.
These artists each made cultural claims for change –
for changed awareness, for a heightened responsibility
for the places we inhabit, for an increased sensitivity
to the communities we are part of and who we are not
part of – their works are vessels that are able to move
each of us a little further forward in learning about
other worlds, other realms.

Rob Douma’s work used skin – and the decorative
motifs we use as markers of self-identification – to
suggest both naïve conceit as well as having grown
from the deepest urge to claim identification with
broader concerns.
Vanghoua Anthony Vue’s work was a quiet celebration
of how good can come out of life-threatening upheaval,
and a gentle reminder of how culture manages to
survive and pop up again, once it’s given a little chance
to be nurtured.
The Partnershipping Project #2: Umbrella Studio Contemporary Arts | Pat Hoffie
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Gail Mabo, Journey (Tagai) 2019. Photo: Angela Little.
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